
Silent Incantation II (2020), oil on canvas over panel, 38 x 33 inches. All images Â© Kajahl, shared with permissionThrough his meticulously rendered portraits, Santa Cruz-born artist Kajahl subverts the tradition of
Blackamoorâ€”a highly stylized European aesthetic that visualized people of color, particularly African men, in exoticized forms and subservient rolesâ€”by instead depicting Black subjects in valorized positions. Part of a
series titled Royal Specter, the vivid paintings center alchemists, scholars, astronomers, and various intellectual figures within grandiose and luxurious settings.While the artist&#8217;s works evoke the racist sculpture
and decorative pieces of Blackamoor, they remove the historical context and alter the original narrative through anachronistic details. Each oil painting is layered with imagined elements, from the inaccuracies of the
source material to Kajahl&#8217;s portrayals of fictional characters. My fantasy is gazing back at their fantasy. I am their fantasy and they are mine&#8230; I am the specter of their imagination, he says.Kajahl&#8217;s
work currently is on view at Chicago&#8217;s Monique Meloche Gallery through December 19. You can keep up with his historically subversive projects on Instagram.&nbsp;Alchemist (2020), oil on canvas over panel, 36
x 48 inchesLeft: Huntress Eclipse (2020), oil on canvas over panel, 60 x 48 inches. Right: Tigress Guardian In Palmtree Oasis (2020), oil on canvas over panel, 60 x 48 inchesStar Gazer In Solitude (2020), oil on canvas
over panel, 72 x 54 inchesHuntress In Oasis (Astride A Crocodile) (2020), oil on canvas, 66 x 84 inchesLeft: Moment of Contemplation (Scholar) ( 2020), oil on canvas over panel, 48 x 36 inches. Right: Oracle (Holding
Mirror) (2020), oil on canvas over panel, 48 x 36 inchesSilent Incantation I (2020), oil on canvas over panel, 38 x 33 inchesOracle Snake In Globe (2020), oil on linen over panel, 48 x 36 inchesArgentinian artist Tamara
Djurovic, who worked under the name Hyuro, died Thursday at her home in Valencia. Known for imbuing her works with sincerity, the artist utilized her large-scale pieces to capture the complexity of human emotion. Her
style was distinct and subdued, and her process was informed by her concerns and questions about the world, a process she spoke of at length previously on Colossal.During her life, Djurovic made significant strides in
the international mural community that is largely male-dominated. She completed projects across Europe, Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, the United States, Morocco, and Tunisia, many of which you can see on her site and
Instagram.&nbsp;&nbsp;All images courtesy of Shy Studio, shared with permissionFrom tessellations to spirals and symmetry, the Cologne-based duo behind Shy Studio has been reproducing the mesmerizing patterns
of the natural world through a series of lifelike botanics. Artificial Bloom is an ongoing project byÂ Misha Shyukin and Hannes Hummel that features still-life florals and animated clips of petals slowly unfurling.The digital
renderings showcase the complexity of organic structures while also highlighting the fractals and endless intricacies inherent to nature&#8217;s designs. We are only two artists, and when one of us had some spare time,
we would pick a flower or plant from our Pinterest board as a base and start developing our own artistic interpretation of it, Shyukin shares with Colossal. It was fascinating to find that a lot of floral and plant structures
follow certain mathematical rules, which we could replicate and apply to our own structures.Digital skeletons, various stages of progress, and the complete florals are available for perusal on Behance, where you also can
follow Shyukin and Hummelâ€™s additions to the growing collection.&nbsp;1966 Allen&#8217;s Creek, Indiana. All images Â© Scott Reinhard, shared with permissionBy day, Scott Reinhard designs graphics for The
New York Times. Recently, he created a United States map detailing where city-dwellers fled during the pandemic and another showing how the Pantanal wetland in Brazil has transformed into a massive inferno.
Incorporating an ever-growing swath of data, his daily tasks are connected to the fluctuations of news cycles.But in his off-hours, the Brooklyn-based designer takes a broader look at the state of the nation. He merges
vintage maps and contemporary elevation data, creating stunning digital works that flatten the differences of time and space into hybrid objects. While his graphics for The Times are rooted in the ever-changing present,
his personal work is nestled within historical contexts.&nbsp;1962 Demotte ParkReinhard&#8217;s interest in data and map-generation grew while he was pursuing a master&#8217;s degree in graphic design at North
Carolina State University, particularly during an introductory course centered around geographic information systems. I basically became aware of all these cartography tools that I had no idea about. Because I
wasn&#8217;t coming from that background, I was free to play around&#8230; and approach visualizing geographic data in new and interesting ways, he says.That experimental period spurred Reinhard&#8217;s ideas of
fusing historical maps and contemporary land elevations, and he began exploring filtering, a cartographic method that calculates a theoretical sun and provides data about corresponding landscapes. It&#8217;s pretty
crude, but it really fascinated me that from a flat, black-and-white image, which is basically what elevation data looks like, you could interpolate this scene, he shares, noting that he began to work with 3-D renderings
around the same time. That data that&#8217;s stored in a paper map can still be activated.&nbsp;1928 Los AngelesSince 2019, Reinhard has refined his focus and shifted to larger series. I&#8217;m still interested in
these USGS (United States Geological Survey) maps as graphic objects and as really beautiful works of graphic design. What I&#8217;ve really been enjoying is to build these out, he says. The more comprehensive
collections have included studies of Alaskan maps from the 1950s, one series focused on the Oregon coast, and another considering south-central Indiana where he was raised.A macro-view captures the intricacies and
histories etched into the landscape of a region, showcasing glacial formations, seismic activity, and how a mountain range emerged during a period of years. I realized once I started visualizing the landscape that, on a
day-to-day standpoint when you look around you, you see elevation changes, but you don&#8217;t really see patterns. We&#8217;re just a little too small, he says. Because USGS maps utilize coordinates, they also
circumvent more political orientations found in documents outlining territories or other cordoned-off areas, offering an opportunity to correct false narratives that have been perpetuated by cartographic objects in the past.
The historical maps hold additional information on trends and periods in design, which manifest in aesthetic choices like style and color.Reinhard currently is working his way through producing a collection of
USGS-recommended maps from the 1950s, a novel project that&#8217;s rooted in exploration and curiosity. All maps are exaggerations, to some extent, he says. You can push and pull what the map says and what the
map tells you. Explore Reinhard&#8217;s extensive collection of digital works on Instagram andÂ his site, where he also sells an array of prints.&nbsp;1948 Cordova, Alaska1928 Topanga1962 Vishnu Temple1963
Anchorage, Alaska1951 Menan Buttes1950 StrasbourgLa Tourelle, IDF2068 (2020), 41 x 14 x 14. All images Â© Simon Laveuve, shared with permissionEnveloped by trailing vines and mosses, the dilapidated shelters
that Paris-based artist Simon Laveuve crafts appear to emerge from a post-apocalyptic universe as eerie safe-havens. Often elevated aboveground, the miniature buildings feature vertical constructions with various
platforms and stairs leading upward.Â My pieces, for the most part, have this aspect of shelter&#8230; I like to work on the height and the inaccessible. Protection and surrender. Fallen icons and their symbolism.
Resistance and insubordination, the artist says.Marked with signage and advertisements plastered on the walls, the decaying dioramas showcase an alternate world now abandoned. Graffiti marks the siding, and thick
vegetation cradles the remaining environments. Each sculpture displays the destructive qualities of humanity, while ultimately showing the natural world&#8217;s ability to survive.Laveuve&#8217;s shelters are featured in
Small Scale, Big World: The Culture of Mini Crafts, which is available from Bookshop. Explore more of the uncanny works on the artist&#8217;s site and Instagram, where he also shares glimpses into his
process.&nbsp;Detail of La Tourelle, IDF2068 (2020), 41 x 14 x 14Vestige IV (2020), 26 x 10 x 8Station 9/4, IDF2068 (2019), 20 x 20 x 45Detail of Station 9/4, IDF2068 (2019), 20 x 20 x 45Le Navigator, IDF2068 (2020),
25 x 15 x 39All images Â© Nathan Myhrvold, shared with permissionIt&#8217;s easy to forget that the mounds of snow lining sidewalks each winter actually are comprised of billions of tiny crystals with individual grooves
and feathered offshoots. A trio of photographs taken by Nathan Myhrvold, though, serves as a stunning reminder of that fact as they expose the intricacies hidden within each molecule.To capture such crisp images, the
Seattle-born photographer traveled to Fairbanks, Alaska, and Yellowknife, Northwest Territories, Canada, where temperatures plunged to â€“20 Â°F. â€œWater, an incredibly familiar thing to all of us, is quite unfamiliar
when you see it in this different view. The intricate beauty of snowflakes is derived from their crystal structure, which is a direct reflection of the microscopic aspects of the water molecule, he says.Formally trained in
physics, Myhrvold spent 18 months building a custom camera with a cooled-stage microscope to ensure that the flakes remained frozen as he shot. Short-pulse, high-speed LED lights reduce the heat the instrument
emits, and at a minimum, its shutter speed clocks in at 500 microseconds. Myhrvold says it&#8217;s the highest-resolution snowflake camera in existence.You also might enjoy this profile of Wilson A. Bentley,
who&#8217;s billed as the pioneer of snowflake photography. (PetaPixel)&nbsp;All images Â© Steeven Salvat, shared with permissionSteeven Salvat (previously) evokes the glass-covered entomological studies of rare
butterflies, beetles, and moths with an additional layer of protection. The French artist armors the singular insects with precious gemstones, silver and gold filigree, and rotational gears. Even elements of luxury watches,
like Breguet&#8217;s Reine de Naple and an intricate dial from Vacheron Constantin, cloak the critters&#8217; outer shells.In a note to Colossal, Salvat writes that the growing collection of drawings is an allegory for the
preciosity of biological systems. A way to drive attention to our smallest neighbors on this planetâ€”we need to preserve them because they are worth much more than all the gold and jewels I dressed them with. Each
intricate drawing is rendered with China black ink and watercolor and takes at least 50 hours to complete.Pick up a limited-edition giclÃ©e print of an encrusted creature in Salvat&#8217;s shop, and follow his latest
projects merging nature, history, and science on Behance and Instagram.&nbsp;&nbsp;View this post on Instagram&nbsp;A post shared by Steeven Salvat (@steevensalvat)â€œFollow Your Heart Wholeheartedlyâ€•
(2020), rattan sticks, yarn, rakes, washers, plastic swords, toy soldiers, beads, metal and plastic ornaments, 131.5 x 141.75 x 11.75 inches. Installation view of Asia Society Triennial: â€œWe Do Not Dream Aloneâ€• at
Asia Society Museum, New York. Photograph by Bruce M. White. All images courtesy of Asia Society, shared with permissionIn her fiber-based reliefs, Malaysian artist Anne Samat disrupts classic woven patterns with
unusual objects: toy soldiers, rakes, and plastic swords are intertwined in the multi-color threads that fan outward and billow down onto the floor. Comprised of a trio of wall hangings and a free-standing sculpture, Follow
Your Heart Wholeheartedly meticulously juxtaposes beadwork and traditional South Asian weaving techniques with common items, a project that questions the boundaries of craft and art.Each section is incredibly
complex and infused with references to Samat&#8217;s family, identity, and experien
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